C.C. Suite  
I.  
II.  
III.  
Sospiro: Katie Saxon, soprano, Lauren McGuire, alto  
Jerry Hui, tenor, Jeremy Jennings, bass  

Theme with Nine Short Variations  
The Gypsy  
Doghouse  
Rockabilly  
The Climb  
Desktop Jam  
Waters  
Avant-Garde (for Peter Kowald)  
Igor  
Last Word  
Ben Wheeler, contrabass  

Presidential Wisdom  
Personal Moments  
How Proud I Am  
Politics  
Highways on the Internet  
Peace  
Freedom  
Jerry Hui, bass/countertenor  
Hung-yun Chu, piano  

A Hard Journey on Shu Way  
Kanae Komugi, flute  
Laura Woodruff, clarinet  
Yoichiro Etsuki, violin  
Gabrielle Arness, violoncello  
Paul Herrick, percussion  
Shaunna Eberhard, piano  
Jerry Hui, conductor  

* * *  
105th Season, 83rd program
PROGRAM

Toybox Suite (excerpts)       Kenneth Strand
   II. Prelude
   VII. Slide
   IX. Postlude

Kenneth Strand, piano

Hope is the Thing with Feathers       Katie Saxon
   Sospiro: Katie Saxon, soprano, Lauren McGuire, alto
   Jerry Hui, tenor, Jeremy Jennings, bass

Farewell to Twilight       Nolan Stolz
   Dusk
   Farewell to Twilight
   Stargazing
   First Dream
   Last Nightmare
   Dawn

Bethany Evans, harp

Seeking          Gabrielle Arness
   Gina Chi, violin
   Gabrielle Arness, violoncello

Four Guitar Sketches       Jerry Hui
   Conversation
   Mountain Song
   Lakeside
   Celebration

Daniel Cullen, guitar

Three Vocalise       Matthew Ertz
   Sospiro: Katie Saxon, soprano, Lauren McGuire, alto
   Jerry Hui, tenor, Jeremy Jennings, bass

Piano Suite       Keri Bartow
   I.
   II.
   III.
   IV.
   V.

Gayle Chinnok, piano

INTERMISSION

Requiem (excerpt)       Matthew Ertz
   I. Introit et Kyrie

Katie Saxon, soprano
   Kimary Welsh, flute
   Madelyn Banahene, clarinet
   Jenny Humphrey, violin
   Theresa Archer, violoncello
   Matilda Butkas, piano

Three Short Pieces for Guitar       Katie Saxon
   Daniel Cullen, guitar

Petite Suite       Jeremy Schropp
   I.
   II.
   III.
   IV.

Derek Newell, violoncello

Five Poems from Tang Dynasty (excerpt)       Jerry Hui
   On Parting with the Buddhist Pilgrim Ling Che
   Sospiro: Katie Saxon, soprano, Lauren McGuire, alto
   Jerry Hui, tenor, Jeremy Jennings, bass